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A text that will make your students care about research methods as much as you do. This
market-leading text emphasizes future consumers of psychological research, uses real-world
examples drawn from popular media, and develops studentsâ€™ critical-thinking skills as they
become systematic interrogators of information in their everyday lives.
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I would love it if reviewers spoke to the content of the book as opposed to (or in addition to) arrival
time and condition. I received a complimentary desk copy and have reviewed several chapters. The
writing is exceptionally clear. Chapter 3 provides a detailed step-by-step guide to critically evaluate
research - I have used several textbooks and none of those come close in detail or clarity. Chapter
14 (statistics review) is also excellent. Unfortunately I can't adopt it for my current research methods
courses as our focus is on conducting research and this book is on evaluating research. I would
recommend this to students as a supplement (if you have the money). It will really help you
understand the concepts.

It's a good read. The information is presented thoroughly. As far as texbooks go, it is not too much
of a slog to read. This was especially useful because my professor lectured directly from the books
material without providing her own exaexamples from any supplemental sources. So, apparently
this book is so good you can base an entire class on it alone.

This textbook was surprisingly interesting, and I'm not an avid reader. The author is very good with
giving examples and sticking with the same set of examples throughout the chapters. The author is
also excellent at tying the concepts together from beginning to end. Vocab words are used
throughout the entire book so it's easier to remember them all the way to the end.As for the book
itself, be careful with the pages. They're made out of very cheap paper and even a drop of water on
the page will permanently wrinkle the page in that spot. It might even be worth getting the hardcover
for this book because of how terribly flimsy it is.

This book was used in one of my college classes and served me well. It provided good, real life
examples that made the topics easier to understand. Each new topic flowed well onto the next. As
far as textbook's go, this was not bad to read. Almost every page had definitions on the side which
was very helpful in explaining the concepts.

Bought this book for my research method in psychology class at college. The book had written in a
well understanding way and easy to used/read. Overall Is a great textbook for the essential research
method in psych.The shipment was fast and the item was as exactly as the description said. Thank
you :)

I just rent the book, but service of for the rent is always awesome. Thank you.For the book, well
designed contents, and the usages of pictures are pretty impressive.GOOD BOOK for the psyc
students who want to learn research.

Again, purchased for my daughter for college. She is enjoying the class as well as this book.

This was used for a college course that will also be used for graduate school. It was a good book.
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